
LEVELFIX 860H
Rotary construction laser horizontal



 � Up to 800 meter working range
 � Equipped with manual slope and TILT function
 � High accuracy
 � Up to 55 hours working time
 � Robust IP67 construction

The new standard
The 860H is a robust horizontal construction laser that will perform under the toughest conditions. The 860H 
is equipped with an extremely robust housing and its IP67 classification protects it from all weather conditions. 
weather conditions. Its excellent specifications make the 860H a reliable partner for any project. 

Reliability time after time
Thanks to the tilt function, the laser constantly checks the height, so that you are always working with the correct 
measurement. Does the height change due to movement? Then it locks automatically, so you never make a 
mistake. In addition to this function, the 860H has a manual function. With this function, you can quickly and easily 
set a manual slope on both the x and y axes.

Standard with digital receiver
The Levelfix 860H comes with the digital DLD100GR receiver, which gives it a range of up to 600 metres. 
This receiver is accurate, easy to use, moisture-resistant and can take a shock. The receiver also displays the 
difference from the 0-line in millimetres or inches

Endless use
You can work with the 860H for up to 55 hours before the battery needs to be recharged. But even then, you don’t 
have to stop working. Thanks to the Charge&Work function, you can charge the laser while you are working. The 
860H is thus the ideal construction laser for the most demanding of users and is, for good reason, part of our 
Levelfix Construct range.

7 jaar CONSTRUCT warranty
The LEVELFIX CONSTRUCT instruments are equipped with high-quality components, resulting in high reliability, 
excellent specifications and an instrument that you will enjoy for many years. These instruments come with a 
7-year warranty*. You can rest assured that you can rely on a LEVELFIX Construct instrument

* Extend the standard 1 year warranty to 7 years by registering your laser within 2 weeks of purchase via the Internet.

7 YEAR
WARRANTY

 � Digital mm detector DLD100GR
 � Rod clamp
 � Battery and charger
 � Hard carry case

Features Standard delivery

Description

Working range 800 metres (depending on detector range)

Accuracy 1.5mm @ 30m

Rotation speed 600 rpm

Functions Rotate horizontally, manual slope on both axes, tilt function.

Laserclass 1

Working time > 55 hrs with battery

Construction IP 67

Rechargeable Yes

Specifications

Art.no 554810

EAN 8712423016248

860H Horizontal Rotation Laser

Basic package

Art.no 554811

EAN 8712423016255

Set with 1.8m tripod (P180EM) and rod (LB240) 


